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A VOLTAGE. VARIAB T.tr RESISTOR EMPI,OYING
FEEDBACK - LINEARIZED PHOTOCONDUC TORS

INTRODUC TION

During recent years attention has been directed toward the

subject of adaptive control systems. Briefly, an adaptive system is

one which maintains certain features of its operation constant over a

wide environmental variation. A typical example is a piloted, air-

craft control system which is required to maintain time response at

a near constant value over a wide range of control surface effective-

ness. A more common example of an adaptive syslem is a radio

receiver employing automatic gain control. The input signal level of

a receiver may vary over several orders of magnitude due to chang-

ing characteristics of the propagation path. The AGC circuit acts to

maintain the output signal level at a near constant average value inde-

pendent of input level fluctuations.

The concept of adaptation suggests that certain parameters of

the system change with a changing environrnent as a means of com-

pensation. For example, in a system employing electronic compo-

nents a change in the value of certain circuit elements (resistors,

capacitors, etc.) mightbe made as an adjusEnent to counter a change

in the environment in which the system is operating. The adjustment



signal would be derived from an adaptive controller which in a

practical system may take on a variety of forms.

The subject of adaptive controller mechanization is one which

has been frequently discussed in literature on adaptive control. In

contrast, it appears that the subject of circuit components capable of

signal adjustrnent is one which has not been extensively covered.

This thesis proposes to examine this aspect of the problem. Specifi-

cally, the circuit element concerned is a variable resistance ce11

capable of adjustment by a signal voltage.

Variable resistance in a circuit element may be obtained

through employment of any of three known effects. The most com-

monly known is the variation of resistance with temperature, and

resistors having a high temperature coefficient of resistance (therm-

istors) are available. The second effect is that of magnetoresistance

or variation of resistance with magnetic field intensity (1, p. 7-I8).

The third such effect and the one which shall be exploited here is that

of photoconductivity.



THE VOLTAGE OPERATED RHEOSTAT

Figure I shows the operation of the variable resistance ceIl.

The basic circuit consists of a light source, amplifier and two photo-

conductors. These cells will be called the reference and slave units.

Inputs to the amplifier consists of the output current from the refer-

ence photoconductor, I", and of a bias input current, [.

Figure l. Voltage Operated Rheostat

It is assumed that the conductance of the photoconductors vary

in a monotonically increasing manner with light intensity and that the

light intensity likewise varies as an always increasing function of

light source current. A further assumption is that the reference and

slave photoconductor units mainlain the same resistance ratio over

a wide variation in light intensity. By assuming the lamp and photo-

conductor time response to be infinitely fast, the rheostat operation

I.*

Reference Cell

Current
Amplifier-Integrator

TII
Light
Source

I'l

to circuit
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where G and G are the conductances of the reference and slavexy
cells respectively.

may be simply described.

G -G =G(I,)xyt

Equalion (4) has the single eigenvalue

i* = frt,
i* = [-fr*u,, G**"fi ,u (4)

Equation (4) is the system equation and has the single equilibrium

point

G*o = + (5)
r

or alternately

R =+=: (6)xoGI, xoD

Thus the conductance of the reference ce11 is directly proportional to

IU and inversely proportional to V". The same statement may be

made of the slave ce11 under the similarity relalionship made in

equation (l ).

(t )

(z)

(3)

il - K(L-vrcx)

r_ = - g9 KV''t dI, r (7)



and is seen to be stable for # , O. The basic operation isdrr

described by the simple model of Figure I. Development of a more

realistic model follows subsequently.



PROPERTIES OT' THE BASIC COMPONENTS

Photoconductor s

The process of photoconduction occurs in an insulator when

incident light energy excites norrnally bound electrons into conduction

energy levels. The result of this photoexcitation process is to create

charge carriers which are free to rnove in an applied electric field.

Although a great variety of rnaterials exhibit photoconductivity the

rrrost sensitive are CdS and CdSe, and these are used in rnoet com-

rnercial photoconductive c eIls.

The spectral response of the photoconductors is in the ultra-

violet to infrared range. The ternperature coefficient of resistance

can be rnade srnall (less tb;an l%l'Cl, and available photoconductors

are capable of up to 25 watts dissipation.

The conductivity and the incident light intensity of rnost photo-

conductive rnaterials are related by a power law of the forrn:

s = Bo(i)' (8)

where the exponent, ,Y , is a constant between 0.5 and 1.0 (2, p. 38)

and i is the light intensity.



Light Sources

The choice of a light source is dependent on the following

requirements:

I. The spectral emission must be such that sufficient light

energy is available in the response region of the photoconductor.

Z. The intensity range of the source must be wide enough to

produce the desired range of resistance in the photoconductor.

The light source chosen to drive the photoconductive ce11 is the

incandescent lamp.

The Incandescent Lamp

A tungsten filament healed to temperatures above I500"K

radiates useful light energy in the spectral region of photoconductor

sensitivity. The radiation energy is given by Planckr s energy den-

sity law
.., \-5

RL (e)
exp(czlIT) - I

where R. is the radiant energy per unit wavelength from a square
L

crn of surface area at temperature T and I is the wavelength in

mic rons

Figure 2 shows the spectral output from Tungsten at several

wavelengths for varying temperatures from 1500'K to 3200'K.
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Equation (9) may be integrated over all wavelengths to give the

total radiated power

4Z
= €cT'watts/cm (10)

Equation (I0) is the Stefan-Boltzmann total radiation law.

f igure 2 illustrates the fundamental static relationship which

allows control of photoconductivity over a wide range through use of

the incandescent lamp. It is helpful to consider the photoconductor

to be receptive at only its wavelength of maximum sensitivity. The

spectral response of typical photoconductors is sufficiently peaked

to make this approximation valid. Figure 3 shows the spectral

response of a CdSe ce11. It is evident from Figure 2 that a tempera-

ture variation from 1500'K to 3000o K results in a I000:1 variation

= 'f*Rrd^

in radiant energy at 0. 7 micron.

radiation law may be used for the

regions under consideration.

RLI

where

A simplified version of Planckr s

temperature and wavelength

R

. "r).-5 (l l)

tI =

c=
2

exp(c ,lX f7

37,500 watts' cm Z . 
^i.ror_4

I4,300 oK.micron.

Equation (II) is Wienf s radiation law and is valid for L T << c,.
L
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A LINEAR MODEL

Although the basic equations describing rheostat operation are

nonlinear it is possible to demonstrate closed loop stability by con-

sidering the stability of linearized operation in a smalI region about

an equilibrium point. A demonstration of stability about all possible

equilibrium points will show total stability. Such a linearized model

may also be used to determine small signal transient response about

an equilibrium point. In the development which follows, Laplace

transform notation will be used in presentation of the transfer

func tions .

The transfer function relating the surface temperature to the

rate of electrical energy dissipation in a long cylindrical filament is

developed in Appendix A.

0(s) 
=p(s ) Rcps + 8e orj watts /.rn3

where 0 is a small temperature variation about an operating value,

T^. Over a small region of operation the power density will be
U

directly proportional to the lamp currenL:

OKR

o(s)
= const.r, (s )

(12\

( l3)

The relationship between surface ternperature and the radiant

energy of the receptive wavelength of the photoconductor is given by



L2

equation (l I). By differentiating with respect to temperature the

srnall signal variation is seen to be

aR^ 
I

a r lr=ro = Rtr.T

D = 
t"'

t'rT -6^z
^" 

,; exp(c Zll, T 
Ol

( l4)

(t5)

(16)

(18)

Curves of RL, vs temperature for several values of X are shown

in Figure 4. A wide variation with temperature is apparent.

The transfer function relating reference celI conductance and

the carrier generation rate is developed in Appendix B.

sEl
f (s)

_ e|.r

dLZ

T
T(l+r)s*l

Over a small region of operation the carrier generation rate will be

proportional to r^(s)

f(s) _ ^__^!
"^til 

= const' (17)

Equations (12) through (i7) relate the small signal ce11 con-

ductance to the lamp current. The basic form is

g(s)
il (s)

,,0= ffi mho/arnP
)rP

where ,O = low frequency gain,

T L = lamP time constant,

tO - photoconductor time constant.
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Thus the srnall signal transfer function relating the lamp and the

photoconductor are characterized by three constants which may be

evaluated by conventional frequency response methods.

To cornplete the feedback through the amplifier, the larnp

current is

It - (IU - V"G*) K(s) (19)

Linearization of this equation yields

iL - (iu - rrG*o - B_Vro)K(s) (201

where the subscript 0 indicates the operating (equilibrium) value

and the lower case letter denoLes small variations about the operating

value. The signal flow diagram of Figure 5 relates equations (18)

and (20). The portion of the graph relating lamp current to slave

cell conductance may be written by inspection.
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A DESIGN EXAMPT,E

An example of a practical design will now be considered using

bwo Claire>C type CL-4 CdSe photoconductors and a GE type 224 Larnp.

Component Limitations

Reference is made to Figure 6 which illustrates the design

lirnitations of the particular photoconduc tor /lamp combination used.

This set of curves is useful in determination of the optimum operat-

ing range of the photoconductor.

At maximum lamp current the photoconductor will be at its

maximurn conductance value. Lamp lifetime will be extended if the

maximum lamp current is derated. For lhe photoconductor/lamp

combination chosen,a lamp current of I85 ma. corresponds to a con-

ductance of 500 prmhos (2000 ohms). The maximum conductance

limitation is shown by the straight line labeled 500 pmhos. The

maximum lamp current has been derated from 200 ma. which is the

normal operating current.

The photoconductor has a maximum power dissipation limit of

50 milliwatts. It is desirable to derate the maximum power rating

in order to reduce inaccuracies due to temperature differences

between the reference and slave ceIls. It was found that photo-

conductor operation at the rated maximum power of 50 milliwatts
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resulted in a decrease in cell resistance of approximately 20 percent

compared with the lower power resistance. This effect was most

prominent for resistances above 50K. Below 50K the resistance

variation was reduced and was not observable at 2 K. The derated

maximum power limitation is shown in Figure 6 by the line labeled

2 mw.

In addition to the maximum conductance and power limitations,

the photoconductor has a maximum voltage rating of 300 volls and

this is also shown in Figure 6.

The design operating region musl be within the boundaries

established by the maximum power, conductance and voltage limits.

W'ithin these boundaries two rnodes of operation are considered.

I. Constant Reference Voltage - V, is set to a selected value

and the ce11 conductance is varied by varying the bias current.

I
G =Q =+ (5)yxrro

Z. Constant Bias Current - I, is sel to a selected value and

the ce11 resistance is varied by varying the reference voltage.

R -R (6)

A distinction between the two modes is made primarily as an aid

discussion, and a cornbination of the two is of course possible.

v

Vr
xI

bo

1n
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It is highly desirable from a gain standpoint to choose an

operating line as close as possible to the intersection of the derated

rnaximum power line and the maximum conductance line. This state-

ment is clarified by consideration of the fact that the open loop gain

contains the reference voltage, Vro, as a factor. Also it is apparent

frorn Figure 4 t}r,at the gain term RX, is maximum at maximum

conductance. By maximizing loop gain exclusive of the amplifier

the dernands upon amplifier gain are reduced.

The operating 1ine, Vro = 2 volts, is chosen for operation in

the constant voltage mode and the operating line, lro = I00 micro-

amperes is chosen for operation in the constant current mode.

Resistance variation will be from ZK to 200 K.

Static and Dynamic Response of Cornponents

The ultimate accuracy of lhe rheostat will depend primarily

upon how accurately lhe reference and slave cells track each other

over the resistance range desired. A tabulation of measured

resistance values over a wide range is presented in Table I. The

resistance ratio R /n is seen to vary over an 8 db range fromyx
2K to 200 K.

Two possible means of improving tracking accuracy are

sugge s ted:
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Table I. Static Tracking Accuracy

Reference Slave
CelI CelI

esistance Resistance

RRxy

Re sis tance
Ratio

R/nyx

Lamp
Curren

ma.

II

r87

r54

r47

t33. Z

126.8

I24

TZZ.4

IZO

117 .5

Slave
Ce11

Re sis tance

Rlr
v

Re si s tanc
Ratio"

R,./Ryx

t,

2K

5K

r0K

ZOK

50K

100 K

200 K

500 K

IM

r.4z5K
3.84 K

8.40 K
18. 90 K
58.1 K

t40.3 K

342 K

t. 133 M

2.87 M

0.7 r3

0.7 67

0.840

0. 945

r. 16z

r.403

I.7I
z.266

2.87

t. 834 K

4.ZT K

8.64 K

18.5 K

5i.l K

104 K

186 K

302 K

0.916

0.842

0.864

0.925

1.022

L .04

0.930

0. 601

Slave cell includes series and parallel compensating resistors as
shown.

R*
v

I. Control of photoconductor parameters during manufacture.

Z. Parallel and series resistance compensation.

The second method was used to improve the tracking accuracy

of the available ce1ls. The circuit configuration shown with Table I

has an equivalent resistance given by



rt,

R =Rys
RR

.,_ YP.R +Rvp

zl

( 21)

R and R are chosen to rnatch the resistance ratio at ZK and at
sp

200 K to the rnidrange resistance ratio at ?,0K. *" and *O are

respectively srnall and large enough to not greatly affect the rnidrange

resistance value of the slave ce11. The ratio R'*/R is constantyx
within + 1 db over the resistance range frorn 2K to 200K. Although

not done here, the resistance ratio rnay be rnechanically adjusted to

unity.

The frequency re6ponse of the larnp/photoconductor cornbination

is shown in Figure 7. The forrn of response conforrns closely to the

linear rnodel derived previously. It is noted that a wide variation in

gain with operating resistance occurs at frequencies above the larnp

corner frequency. The major portion of this variation is due to the

wide variation in \ ,, over the operating ternperature range. The

three constants +S as deterrnined frorn the frequency responserr(s)

data are tabulated in Tab1e II.

Table II. Larnpl Photoconductor Transfer Function Constants

Operating
Resistance

Ho
rnho/arnp

-i

15.8 x 10

-?6.5x10
-?2 x10

Ay
In sec

Tp
rn sec

t. 14

5.50

r6.0

ZK

20K

200 K

40

1r0

230
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Arnplifier Charac teris tic s

The complete circuit configuration is shown in I'igure 8. An

operational amplifier is used as a prearnplifier to drive a transistor

output stage. The output stage must supply up to llZ watt drive

power to the lamp.

By the use of a blocking capacitor in the operational amplifier

feedback it becomes unnecessary to provide bias circuitry for the

transistor. Because of the overall feedback through the master photo-

conductor this circuit is self-biasing. Also, because of this capacitor,

the forward loop gain characteristic at low frequencies is that of an

integrator and eliminates steady state error due to finite amplifier

gain. The current gain of the amplifier is

where K = h,.E

lamp pole. Thus

s*<rr
-K A

S

,land t^,lA- RC. The zero
f

6.25 rad/sec.

K(")#)-)

I + vroKt"l fq, t"r

(22)

is selected near the

to a bias current input

ir.

-1 r

g(s) 
=i, (s)

o

Rr

R
b

o)=
A

Closed Loop Analysis

From Figure 5 the closed Ioop response

will be

(24\
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Reference Cell
%

St"rr" I.+

=L

C=

R-=t

Ru=

1.0 p.f d

0. r60 M

5.5K

Figure 8. Practical Circuit Diagram
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The closed loop response

g(s) 
=v (s)r

to a reference voltage input will be

G K(s1 8(s)-o_-\-, ir(s)

l+v ro K(") #)
poles may

(24)

(zs\

(ze1

A determination of the closed loop

locus study of the open loop gain

be made from a root

The root locus for the 200 K operating value case is shown in Figure

9. The gain parameter is VroK. tr'or sufficiently high gain the

closed loop pole configuration consists of a second order pair at a

frequency comparable to the photoconductor corner frequency and a

single pole at a frequency near the forward loop zero at ,A. The

closed loop response may be writlen in the form

Vro^,", #,
s * t^.1

A_V Kros

z,N

26o^s + sZ

,omJJP

I + s /c^rO

r+rqg(s)
it (s)

I
=-Vro ?,

'N*

where <,r* and f charac terize the second order pole pair and ,B

is the 1ow frequency closed loop pole. The zero at ,A is the same

as the forward loop zero. A tabulation of ,A, ,B, <o* and f com-

puted for five operating points with K = I000 is found in Table III.

Consideration of ,B values from Table III shows that the zero
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2000KVIO =

\,--/

,o
KGH = KVto

0.002

6. 25

200 K

S+(r)
s

Ho

o)

R*o

(T"s +

,"

T
p

I)(T s+t)
p

= 0.230

= 0.016

Figure 9. Root Locus
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at @^ = 6.25 radlsec is very nearly cancelled. Because of thisA

cancellation it is possible to estimate the time response and over-

shoot characteristics from the remaining dominant pole pair. The

estimated percent peak overshoot and time of peak overshoot is shown

also in Table III.

Table III. Closed I-,oop Response (computed)

perating
Mode Constant Current Constant Voltage

Referenc e

Voltage

Bias
ur rent

pera ting
esistance/
onduc tanc e

,A

,B

,N

L

Percent Peak
Over shoot

Time of Peak
Over shoo t

z

r00

0.2
volts

100
p amP

ZK

6. ?5
rad/sec
5. 00

294

1.53

g. l'i'
m sec

2.0

100

ZOK

6. 25

6. rz

r49

0.62

810

25

ZO

r00

200 K

6. 25

6. 30

103.7

0. 30

35%

3Z

IO

5

p. mho

6. z5

7 .35

30.4

0. 98

L%

7 z"-

6.25

6. rz

L49

0.62

8To

25

z

I 000

6. 25

6. r07

842

0.532

Lz%

4.44

50 500
p mho p mho

'k Indicates time to 63To of final value.
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The wide variation in response time for the constant voltage

rnode is due to the large loop gain variation with Rlr. This gain

variation is not present for operation in the constant current mode

due to cancellation by Vro which is a factor in the open loop gain.

This mode has a large variation in phase margin however and this

effect results in a wide range of damping for this mode of operation.

It is apparent that operation over a wide range of resistance

results in less than optimum transienl performance at the extremes

of operation. This effect may be reduced by high frequency shaping

although this was not done here.

Performance of Design

The circuit of f igure 8 was used to investigate the performance

characteristics of the closed loop rheostal. The slave ce11 resistance

vs reference voltage is shown in Figure 10. Slave celI conductance

as a function of bias current is shown in Figure 11. As expected,

the circuitry does not change the basic tracking characteristics of

the two cel1s and the deviation of the data points from the straight

lines shown is due to the ce11 tracking inaccuracy as shown in

Table I. The slave cell values above 50K are average values of

several readings. Resistance measurernenbs in this region were

found to vary within * 4% of the presented value. The cause of this

variation is believed to be thermal effects arising from either
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temperature differences between the cells or from differences in

temperature coeffic ients .

The transient response characteristics were determined by a

step change of l0 percent of the bias current. The closed loop

response is essentially that of a second order system and as such

may be characterized by the amount of peak overshoot and time of

peak overshoot. These characteristics were measured for several

operating points and are tabulated in Tab1e IV. The rneasured values

may be compared with those predicted from Tabie III.

Table IV. Transient Response (measured)

efe r enc e
Ini tia 1

Bias
Current,

p Amp

Operating
Resistance

or Conduc tance

Peak Time o
Overshoot Peak
Percent m sec

Voltage,
Volts

0.2

2.0

ZO

Z

r00

100

100

t0

100

r 000

2,000

20,000

200,000

ohms

ohrn s

ohms

0

IZTo

4ZTo

0

LZTo

I l%o

zo'i'

35

4l

7 o'i'

35

6.8

Z

z

5 pmho

50 p mho

500 p mho

'i'Indicates time to reach 63T, of. final value.
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CONC LUSIONS

A comparatively small variation in the filament current of an

incandescent lamp results in a large variation in the resistance of

photoconductive cells. Measurements show that a resistance varia-

tion of 1000: I and higher is possible for current variations of the

order of. Z: l. This reLationship is useful for providing variable

resistance cells (rheostats) having a large resistance range. The

relationship between lamp current and cell conductance however is

highly nonlinear, and in addition the ce11 conductance may vary due

to ambient temperature variation. These inaccuracies were greatly

reduced by control of light intensity using feedback current from a

reference ce11.

Use of lhe circuit presenled in this thesis allows resistance

control to an accuracy which is lirnited only by the tracking accuracy

of the reference and slave celIs. The tracking accuracy of the

available cells was improved by resistance compensation although

this reduced the total resistance range capabilities. Additional

tracking inaccuracies may arise due Lo temperature gradients be-

tween the master and slave cells and to differences in temperature

coefficients of resistance. For the design example presented resis-

tance control over a 100: I range was achieved with an accuracy of

+ I5 percent.
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A rnajor improvement in tracking accuracy appears to be

attainable through production of matched photoconductive cells. For

exarnple, simultaneous deposit of both the reference and slave cells

on a common substrate in close proximity should result in cells hav-

ing very close tracking characteristics and in addition having nearly

equal temperature coefficients. Also the effects of ternperature

gradients would be greatly reduced. In addition, the more efficient

transfer of light energy to the cells would result in decreased ampli-

fier gain requirements.

The small-signal Lransfer function relating lamp current to

cell conductance as derived herein was verified by frequency response

measurements. Analysis of closed loop response using Lhe measured

transfer function data was verified by measurernent of closed loop

response. The design presented is capable of frequency response in

excess of 5 cps. The maximum frequency response is 130 cps.

Closed loop response varies considerably with operating point as a

result of wide variation in open loop gain and phase characteristics.

Improvement of frequency response appears possible using cells

having lower time constants.

The slave ceIl may be regarded

to that of an ordinary resistor and as

carrying bandwidth. Additional slave

increasing circuit complexity.

a s having proper tie s equiva lenl

such will have a high signal-

cells may be added without
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED

Symbol Units Definition

C - Constant of Integralion

-)L
c - watts' cm "'rnicron ^ Planckts law constant

t

c oK . micron Planckts law constant
z

-l -lc joules . gm ^' oK ' Specific heat of unit mass

d crrr Effective photoconductor depth

e coulombs EIec tronic charge

F, f elec lrons . sec I . "-- 
? C^rrier generation rate

G, g mho Pholoconduc tor conduc tance

H^ mho/amp Gain terrn
0

i - Light intensitY

,b, tO arnp Bias inPuL current

| !.,, !. amp LarnP current

I , i amp Reference inPut currentrr
J^(o) - Bessel function of order zero

U

J, (o) - Bessel function of order one
t

K arnp/amp Amplifier gain

k watts . cm I "K I Coefficient of therrnal conductivity

L crn Photoconductor electrode length

L crn Photoconductor electrode spacing

n elec trons /"tn3 Free carrier density
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\
Rx

Syrnboi Units

p watts l"rr-3

R crn

R watts l"rnZ
c

R ohrns
p

R ohrns
s

R ohrnsx

R ohrns
v

r

TOK

t sec

C

e "K

Definition

Larnp filarnent power density

Radius of larnp filarnent

Total radiated power

Parallel corrrpensating resistance

Series cornpensating resistance

Master cell resistance

Slave ceIl resistance

Ratio of trapped to free carriers

Ternperature

Tirne

B e s seI function argurnent

Conductivity power law exponent

Ernrnis sivity of filarnent

Srnall- s ignal ternperatur e

watts. "rn2.tri"roril Radiancy of filarrent surface

watts. .riZ.rnicroriI. "K-' *rdirncy ternperature derivative
I

T sec Free carrier transit tirner
V , v volts Reference voltagerr
x crn radius

I rnicrons Wavelength

z -1 -lp crn . sec -. volt - Free carrier rnobility

p grn/"rrr.3 Filarnent density
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Syrnbol Units Defini tion

-2 -as watts. cm -. "K ' Radiation constant

T seconds Free carrier mean lifetime

T - seconds Lamp time constantL

T seconds Photoconductor time constant
P

-l(, sec Radian frequency

L - Darnping ratio
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF I,AMP TRANSI'ER FUNCTION

In this appendix the lransfer funclion ry is derived. Thep(s )

filament is assumed to be sufficiently long so that only a small frac-

bion of the total input power is lost through thermal conduction. The

filament is assumed to be cylindricaL and radiating into zero ternpera-

ture surroundings.

The equation for heat flow in the filamenb is

k [-azr(*, t) r ar(*, ri P(r) or(x, r)

"p l_ *r' ; a" I - -.p = -l-T-

This equation is linear and we rnay make sma11 varialion about the

operating point, TO, and use lhe sarne equalion form.

k lEtt*,-!) - f ,tkJ + p(t) - oo(x, t)
.p L a/ '; a" l-r "p = -at-

(A-1)

(A-z\

(A-3)

The equation has boundary conditions

AT(0,t) _ o0x

%y=-fr41n,t1
By a straight forward linearization procedure
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a0(0, r)
0x

Ae(R, r)
8x

= 0,

4ea
k

Take the Laplace transform of equations (A-2) and (A-4)

[Y - * "1="]," ] + # = so(x,s)k
cp

D0(0, s)
Dx

80(R, s )

0x

-0

€(I
k

Equation (A-5) is Besselrs equation of order zero and the

the Bessel function of order zero with argument ".F=VK

o(x,s) = cro ("rF) -*
i--ler o = RJ#

2

o(x, s) = " 
,o (f) - 5 p(s) (A- ro)

ko

The constant, C, ffizy be evaluated by considering the boundaries

(A-8)

(A-9)

00(x, s)
Dx

00(R, s)
8x

4et
k

Co - /xo\= -A- 'r (n/

* Jr(o) = -

+Re o ro3 o(R, s)
koJr(o)

rje1n,t1

to' o (R, s)

r; o(R, s)

(A-4)

(A-5)

(A- 6)

(A-7)

solution is

C= (A-ll)
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0(x, s) =

at x=R

4Re atj e1n, 
")

ko J, (o) 4 p(s)
ko"', (X*) (A - 12)

(A- 13)

(A-15)

J, (o)

0(R, s) 
=p(s )

R2

4Re o rj ,o(o) - koJr(o)

The poles and zeros of this transfer function may now be evaluated

noting that, from equation (A-9),

ko2 (A-r4)s=

The zeros will be at the roots of

R2. p

except at o=0.

Note that lim
o*0

The poles will be

J, (o)

Jr(o) - o

= a/2
o

at the roots of the transcendental equation

+ne o rj Jo(o)

k = J, (o)

which may be solved graphically by plotting each side of the above

equation vs o. The roots will be values of o where the two func-

Lions intersecl. Evaluation of the constant appearing on the left side

of (A-I5) however shows that it may be evaluated more simply. This
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will be done. Assume:

T- = 2500'K
0

€ = 0.3L2

R = Q.032 crn (#zZ aWCl

o = 5.69 x l0 12.r"tt". cm 7 'K-n

k - 1.46 watts . cm ' "*-n

4Re a T3,n

*- - o.o0z44

o. ooz44+ = J, (o)

The first intersection will occur at o << I where the Bessel func -

lions may be approximated by

J^(o) : I
U

J(o):oI' 2

.00244 _ o
oZ

o = \fd;6TZET = .oz

The remaining poles will occur very close to the roots of

J'(o) = Q
I

But these are also the zeras of the transfer function. As a result

these remaining poles are cancelled and lhe transfer function has but

one pole. This will be given by the approximale solulion of equation

(A-r5)
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4Re o TO3

o

8ae o rj
o

From equation (A-14)

s

which is the pole

This pole may be

acorj
R.p

in the s-plane.

evaluated at 2500"K

(A- r5)

(A-r7)

cps.

evaluation (A- l3) as o * 0

to s * 0.

, J, (o)
R.

o

s

freq.

Z.Z0 rad/sec

S

Zn
0.35

The low-frequency gain will be found by

which from equation (A-9) is equivalent

o(\,9)l = rimP(o) 1a... "*o 4Reorjrot"t -koJ,(o)

R

s. otj

func tion is

(A - r8)

The complete transfer

0(R, s)
p(s )

"KR

Rcps+8earj watts l"rn3
(A- t 9)
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF PHOTOCONDUC TOR TRANSFER FUNCTION

A Simplified Model

It is appropriate to first consider a simplified model in order

that the basic processes invotrved may be more easily explained. A

rrlore complex model will then be presented so that the process rrray

be more accurately analyzed.

Consider a photoconductive surface which is spaced between

lwo paralle1 elec trodes a distance L apart. See Figure B l.

Figure Bl. Pholoconductor Element
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Surface absorption of light creates charge carriers at a total rate of

F/sec for each square cm of surface area. The average conducting

lifetime of the carriers before they are lost through recombination is

T seconds. Out of n botal carriers I will be lost through recom-T

bination in one second. Thus,

n

The current flow will be

FT carries
d3 cm

dn
dr

The steady state charge density is

(B-1)

(B-2)

lhe elec tric field ^ V

the carrier mobility.

Fn
=- d'r

-eFTt-
dT r

(B- 3)

where e is the electronic charge and T" is the carrier transi,t

time belween elec trodes.

If space charge effects are neglected, the transit time will be

- L - L.L2r==_=_(B_4)r rd E;r Vpr

Where rd is the average drift velocity, E

is the voltage applied to the electrodes and

The currenl flow is

1S

eFp T -Z

- 

mno-cm
dLo

(B- 5)
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It is also important to note that the current flow out of the device

may be greater than the current which is generated by photons. This

is apparent from equation (10) for t , T". The transit time T,

rnay be decreased by either raising V or decreasing L. This is

due to the conductor-1ike properties of the phoLoconductor. For each

electron which leaves ab the positive electrode, a new elecLron is

Lntroduced at the negative electrode. The only loss mechanism for

electrons is through recombination in the photoconductor. Thus,

each elecLron which is generated effectively goes through the device

T /T times. The ratio T /T Lhus assumes some imporlance andrr
is called the current gain.

The current gain of the device has an upper limit which occurs

when the transit time approaches the dielectric relaxation time. For

many cells which are commonly used the maximum voltage is greater

than I00 volts.

The conductance of this idealized device has the transfer

func tion

g+ _ ep r (B_7)
F(s) dLZ Ts * I

which is derived directly from equation (B-I).
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Carrier Trapping

A refinernent to the rnodel is now made by introducing an effect

known as trapping. Trapping occurs when a conducting electron drops

into a vacant energy level in the forbidden band. While trapped, the

electron does not conduct any charge and cannot recombine without

reentering the conduction band. The energy difference between

shallow traps and the conduction band is srnall- enough so that thermatr

motion is sufficient to reexcite the electron into the conduction band.

The mean lifetime of electrons in Lraps for the type of photoconduc-

tors under consideration is smalI compared to the recombination

J-ifetime, T. Thus, a fraction of the elecLrons which are phobon

excited from bound leve1s will enter trapped states almost immedi-

ately and the ratio of trapped electrons to conducting electrons wi"l.L

quickly stabilize to a ratio which will be constant for smalL varia-

tions in light intensity.

The effect of traps will now be evaluated. Designate N as

lhe number of electrons in the conduction band plus Lhe number of

trapped e lec trons .

n
t

n

N - n(l * r) (B-8)

= rabio of trapped electrons to conducting electrons.

dN
=dr

Fn
a-T

Where

(B- e)
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dn.- F n
dr(l*r) -d -i (B-10)

which has the solution

n(s) _ T /d (B-tt)F.(s) T(1 + r)s * I

The desired transfer fu.ncti"on will be given by

G(s) = 1 - ep 
--l- dn_iz\F(") R d,LZ T(i+r)s*I '" 'ut

Comparison with equation (B-7) shows that the time constant has been

increased by the factor (i + r) due to trapping.

The effects of trapping are not entirely detrimenLal. Rose

lZ, p. 85) has shown that the transit time, Tr, which without traps

cannot be reduced below the dielectric relaxation tirne, Trel,

without the onset of space charge effecLs may now be further reduced

by the ratio of trapped to free carriers, r. The cu.rrent gain, T/T,

is correspondingly increased. The net effect of shallow traps is lo

increase the sensitivity while lowering the bandwidth of the celL.

Inspection of equation (B- I2) shows that the photoconductor

properties influencing the cell conductance are:

l. T, the lifetime of free carrier.

Z, r , the ratio of trapped to free carriers,

3. p, the mobility of the free carriers.
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Note that these are srnall. signal pararneters and so rnay be considereC

constant only over a small signal range of F. They may in the

general case vary with the light excitation leve1.




